TRAINING

CUSTOMIZED

TRAINING PROGRAMS

Technical expertise & application support
The seamless integration for
automation in the job shop makes
learning the process easier, allowing
you to concentrate on other areas of
your business.

JOHN L. HOMER

Director of Continuous
Quality Management

“Most knowledgeable considerate people in the
trades towards working with. Love the shop,
service and readily available supplies. Their
service repair guy is the best and the entire team.
has helped save me thousands!!! Will not shop
elsewhere!

JAMES DIRT DORNER
ArtByDirt

 Each training program is
individually tailored for the
needs and requirements of the
target audience
 Prior to scheduling training,
a Weldstar/Depke technical
representative will meet with
the appropriate person to
discuss their expectations of the
training program

PROGRAMS
INCLUDE:

“Thank you for making available your facility
for our engineer welding training class. Our
engineers came away from the training with a
greater knowledge of welding. Using your facility
was an outstanding opportunity to get away from
the pressures of the job-site and dig into the basic
skills. The knowledge gained and the relationships
built are an investment in both of our futures.”

We offer a variety of
training programs for
our customers.
 Programs can run as short as
thirty minutes and as long as
several days. Depth of coverage,
area of concentration, and
number of people to be trained
is taken into consideration
when determining the length of
training.

 Abrasive Selection and Safety
 A.W.S. Codes and Classifications
 Basic Welding Processes
 Cylinder Handling and Regulator Safety
 Laser Gas Delivery Systems
 Oxy-Fuel Safety
 Plasma Cutting and Safety
 Welding Safety

Together, Weldstar / Depke and its customer tailor a program that best addresses those
expectations. We often involve outside experts in their training to enhance its programs.
AURORA, IL | (630) 859-3100
MACHESNEY PARK, IL | (815) 904-6950
UNIVERSITY PARK, IL | (708) 534-8561
LOGANSPORT, IN | (574) 722-1177
SOUTH BEND, IN | (574) 344-4077
KENOSHA, WI | (262) 771-1177

DANVILLE, IL | (217) 446-8814
KANKAKEE, IL | (815) 933-5581
URBANA, IL | (217) 367-1139
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